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A wRITER in the Chicago National Live Stock
Jrurnal, speaking of nis:akzs in the purchase of
Jerseys, says "aselecting an animal for breeding pur-
poses because of a certain color of hair, to please the
fancy, is one of the most ser:eus mistakes." This te-
mark night, we think, be truthfu'ly extended Io
other breeds as well as Jerseys. A Shorthorn bull, if
only red in color, will be chasen by a majority of pur-
chasers, though cramped in dimensions and covered
with a tight-fitting hide. So potent has this power
of fashion become that th! scrawniest scrub male that
ptcks up his living on the highway must be ortho-
doxly red. To be sure a certain respect is to be had
to color, inasmuch as it is an indication of the purity
of the breed. But when different colors and shades of
color characterize the saime breed, as is the case with
the Shorthorns antl Jerseys, the shade of color should

no pure-breds give up raising sheep. A small Rock
are of much use as scavengers of stray morsels that
may grow about the fences in, the summer fallow, or
un the broken grountid bordering on the little rivu-
lets. Even though not one of them be soli to the
butcher, every farmer should have a number, and kill
one now and then for ho:ne use. Those who iake
ice-houses will usually be able to take care of a
whole ca-case even in varm weather. hMutton makes
most excellent food. Compared with it ,the fat sait
bacon usually used on the fartm in summertime is fat
inferior. In the fall of the year, before the time ar-
rives for killing the beeve intended for winter, a
sheepnow and then is indeed a luxury. Many in the
United States are going out of sheep rearing, as well
as a number in our own country. Just as surely as
the passengers on ship board al rush to one side,
there is a lurch which impels them to the other, and
so it is in ail the branches of stock-keeping. Keep
only those that are choice and patiently wait with ail
the canvas hung out for the propelling breezes that
may already be on their way.

THE Shorthorn herd book question is waxing
somewhat warm, yet on the whole there has been a
good deal of respect shown for personal feeling. This
is as it should be, and if the discussion continues ta
be carried on in the same spirit good cannot but
corne out of it. It is when deep personal stab; are
made that that hatred is engendered between men
which sleeps only with the last sleep. We rejoice
to.see the thorough earnestness displayed by the re.
spective writers. It is surprising how thoroughly
earnest individuals may be in the advocacy of views
that are diametrica!ly opposed. Such utterances are
always entitled to a measure of respect, however
faulty the basis on which they stand. On the other
hand there is usually an echo of betrayal in hollow.
hearted statements that stand on a pedestai ever so
secure. The man who is earnest isalways apower in
his circle, while he who is not can only endure for a
brief season. That the discussion is necessary, few
will deny. That good has already come out of it in
the increased attention drawn to herd books from
the listless and in ather ways, few wili gainsay, and
that it will result in still greater good m-ist be the
devaut wish of every p:rson interested. It is well
that it be looked at frotm every stanipuint, and
therefore thoroughly discussed. In this way the
sure lessons that emanate from th: mistîak.sest f th
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it is not absolutely necessary to build new and costly
buildings. The laborers' cow is cften fairly con-
fortable in the slab and straw.thatched stable. The
buildings already in possession may t. vast,1y im-
proved at small cost. They may be lined, and the

space fil!ed with some substance as straw, etc., to
keep the cold at bay. Just now is the time to attend
to it before the winter contes on. Farmers should
get rid of the delusion that comfortable quarters are
absolutely necessary only for pure b ad stock. They
are quite as necessary to the well being of the scrub,
unless he is to be kept at a loss which the owner
cannot afford, as under the most favorable conditions
he brings the farmer a very doubtful gain.

WE fear that individuals not a few dot net rightly
apprehend our position in reference ta the proposed
tax on males, judging from the tenor ofsome refer-
ences that have appeared of late in the JOURNAL.
We do not advocate a tax on the scrub bulls simply,
but that ail males be taxed that are kept for service,
whether pure bred or scrub of the quadruped kind.
In such a case the end must be " the survival of the
fittest." If a scrub male is a better investment than
the pure bred, then the government will have adopted
a course that must ultimately benefit the whole
farming co:nmunity by assisting in the banishment of
pure breds from the land. If the scrub pass thiôugh
the ordeal unharmed, then his owner cannot have a
shadqw of ground for complaint, as the owner of
scrubs are as yet vastly in the majority. If, on -the
other hand, the pure breds hold the fort, then also the
ownersofscrubswill still have reason to rejoice, forit is
only on the ground of merit in such a case that v;c-
tory can be achieved. The fact must not be overlooked
that virtually the Government has placed a tax
already on males when it said they shouldt net be
allowed to roam at large without the hazard of-cer.
tain penalties. Wen that act became law it laid a
tax upon every farmer who bad hit'erto kept a male
running at large to the amount of the cost of his pas.
ture and extra fencing required to keep hitm in. We
simply ask an increase of a tax already in existence,
though in a different form. The question now is not
one ofprincdk as to the imposition of a tax, but of
degree in regard to the amount. Did it ever occur
toa those who say that our farmers would not submit
to a tax of this nature, that they are submitting to it
now.


